
"I must take a stand"

I enjoyed the documentary a lot. It helped me realize

that if I want to see change in the environment

around me, then I must take a stand and be

confident in what I want.
 

STUDENT REACTION TO THE FILM
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Questions? Email Us!
pioneersinskirts@gmail.com

STUDENT, TEACHER, REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, SCHOOL
GROUPS, and ALUMNI EVENTS

*unlimited amount of Permitted Education-related Audience viewers

Empowering EDUCATORS and STUDENTS to deep dive practical
ways to combat stereotyping, sexism, and cultural biases.

CAREER CONVERSATION PACKAGE
 $1000(includes filmmaker)

10 private streaming links to watch the film prior to
the event
A HYBRID public performance rights license 

3-days of HYBRID screenings at home and in
classrooms
Unlimited* viewers in your audience

30-min LIVE online Q&A with up to 2 filmmakers
Receive a digital Screening Kit with valuable insights
and tools for promoting and hosting a screening event
Career Discount Code for 20% off a future screening
of the film

2 private streaming links to watch the film in advance
A public performance rights license to exhibit the film
to your education-related audience of up to 150 people
Choose to host one VIRTUAL Screening (48-hour on-
demand streaming at home) OR one IN-PERSON
screening (at one venue) 
Receive a digital Screening Kit with valuable insights
and tools for promoting and hosting a movie screening
event
Bundle Discount: Screen this package again up to 3
times within a 1-year time frame for a discounted price
of $50 USD each additional screening.

BASE PACKAGE
 $100 Secondary School / University

Watch the film

Students have the opportunity to see first-hand
what happens when people are forced to deal
with unfair perceptions and stereotypes, and see
how others have overcome these unexpected
obstacles that got in their way.

Host a meaningful
conversation

When students experience
different viewpoints and can
identify with characters in the
film, they begin to foster greater
empathy, understanding of others,
and self-awareness.

Book a screening

A social impact film can be a fun and rewarding
non-formal education opportunity for ALL students
to explore the culture around them and think
about new ideas. 

The first step is to complete the online form: 
pioneersinskirts.com/host-a-screening-application

A SCREENING OF PIONEERS IN SKIRTS CAN
PROVIDE PERSPECTIVES AND EXPERIENCES
OUTSIDE OF A CHILD'S CURRENT WORLD VIEW

Pricing is in USD and is determined on a sliding scale, based on format, venue capacity OR on-demand viewer blocks, type of institution, ticket price (if
charging admission), and number of screenings. To view all EDU screening options: pioneersinskirts.com/edu-screenings.
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"It's not a movie just for girls"
Pioneers in Skirts sounds like a movie for girls. It'snot. It's a movie about the human existence and howwe treat and respect each other in this world.  

EDUCATOR REACTION TO THE FILMHAVING AN EXCEPTIONAL MOVIE EXPERIENCE IS EASIER
AND MORE ECONOMICAL THAN YOU MIGHT THINK!
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